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of care for persons with serious mental illness who are charged
over such barriers to creating and maintaining a diversion consortiums to help identify and apply for local area funding their community as well as service "gaps", which may present providers who are interested in creating a diversion program enforcement, the courts, and health care and social service School. The purpose of the MMHDIP is to work with local law
Helping law enforcement, health care, and social service communities work together to develop a seamless continuum of care for persons with serious mental illness who are charged with diversion.

Network Analysis - Worcester Police
The Worcester Initiative

- To develop a post-ajudicative mental health court session for the Worcester District Court.
- To continue to develop the criminal justice and provider partnership.

The Boston Initiative
Ministry of Psychiatry, UMass Medical School.
- To assist in the expansion of police training curriculum for the Boston and META Police Departments.
- To develop a pilot Crisis Triage Unit (CTU) in the proximity of the Boston Medical Center.
- To pilot with the Boston Municipal Court Department pre-ajudicative mental health court session linked to the CTU.

The Boston Initiative

E-mail: diversion@umassmed.edu/massdiversion

Criminalization of the Mentally Ill

Developing Community Partnerships

Consortium Building

The Boston Initiative

- To develop a post-ajudicative mental health court session for the Worcester District Court.
- To continue to develop the criminal justice and provider partnership.

The Boston Initiative

Ministry of Psychiatry, UMass Medical School.
- To assist in the expansion of police training curriculum for the Boston and META Police Departments.
- To develop a pilot Crisis Triage Unit (CTU) in the proximity of the Boston Medical Center.
- To pilot with the Boston Municipal Court Department pre-ajudicative mental health court session linked to the CTU.

Crisis Intervention & Risk Management Trainings

Consumer Staff

James McDonald provides a unique training experience for police officers, fire fighters, and other first responders by sharing his personal professional baseball career. Jim’s presentations have consistently

Dissemination

Mental Health Training Approaches

Mental Health Consumer Involvement

Back to USC and MMHDIP annual reports back to Jim’s presentations have consistently delivered a compelling message: addressing the signs and symptoms of mental illness at the point of arrest is critical to the success and well-being of the individual and community. Jim’s message has been well received and is recognized for its impact on the efforts to reduce the Criminalization of the Mentally Ill

Measuring Services Integration

Network Analysis - Worcester Police

The Worcester Initiative

- To develop a post-ajudicative mental health court session for the Worcester District Court.
- To continue to develop the criminal justice and provider partnership.

The Boston Initiative

Ministry of Psychiatry, UMass Medical School.
- To assist in the expansion of police training curriculum for the Boston and META Police Departments.
- To develop a pilot Crisis Triage Unit (CTU) in the proximity of the Boston Medical Center.
- To pilot with the Boston Municipal Court Department pre-ajudicative mental health court session linked to the CTU.

Crisis Intervention & Risk Management Trainings

Consumer Staff

James McDonald provides a unique training experience for police officers, fire fighters, and other first responders by sharing his personal professional baseball career. Jim’s presentations have consistently

Dissemination

Mental Health Training Approaches

Mental Health Consumer Involvement

Back to USC and MMHDIP annual reports back to Jim’s presentations have consistently delivered a compelling message: addressing the signs and symptoms of mental illness at the point of arrest is critical to the success and well-being of the individual and community. Jim’s message has been well received and is recognized for its impact on the efforts to reduce the